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Gather data from online sources (clear web 
& darknet), expose data to an Elastic API

Detect whether two or more online user accounts potentially belong to 
the same natural person

Detect & tracks objects of interest, finds activities’ spatiotemporal boundaries, classify 
detected activities

Detect communities & find the 
corresponding key actors within

Establish connections to diverse datasets or files & extract, transform & 
load them to a new database

Process the incoming data to find matches with existing records by making comparisons, data 
merging, calculations, even machine learning

Detect & recognize known human faces compared against the images 
in the gallery

Detect & identify objects compared against the images in the gallery

Search for persons by attributes such as hair colours & clothes
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Face detection 
and recognition

oFace detection and recognition demo

 

Darko Brevic 

Male Serbian
 

2 gallery entries 
Appears on GTA IV 

 

 

Dave Norton 

Male American
 

3 gallery entries 
Appears on GTA V 

 

Franklin Clinton 

Male African-American 
 

3 gallery entries 
Appears on GTA V 

 

Lamar Davis 

Male African-American
 

3 gallery entries 
Appears on GTA V 

 

 

Lester Crest 

Male American
 

2 gallery entries 
Appears on GTA V 

 

Michael De Santa 

Male American
 

2 gallery entries 
Appears on: GTA V 

 

Molly Schultz 

Female American
 

3 gallery entries 
Appears on GTA V 

 

 

Niko Bellic 

Male Serbian
 

3 gallery entries 
Appears on GTA IV 

 

Roman Bellic 

Male Serbian
 

2 gallery entries 
Appears on GTA IV 

 

Tao Cheng 

Male Chinese
 

2 gallery entries 
Appears on GTA V 

 

 

Tracey De Santa 

Female American
 

3 gallery entries 
Appears on GTA V 

 

Trevor Phillips 

Male Canadian
 

3 gallery entries 
Appears on GTA V 

 

http://localhost/prevision_demo_4/prevision_demo/pages/detection.php


Crisis event 
detection

oCrisis event detection demo

http://localhost/prevision_demo_4/prevision_demo/pages/crisis.php


Activity 
recognition



Activity 
recognition

oActivity recognition demo

Target activities

Person pushs object (P). Person rides bicycle (P). Person sets down object (P).

Person talks to person (P). Person carries heavy object (P). Person carries object (P).

Person crouches (P). Person gestures (P). Person runs (P).

Person sits (P). Person stands (P). Person walks (P).

Person talks on phone (P). Person texts on phone (P). Person uses tool (P).

Person pulls object (P). Person pickups object (P). Person person interaction (P).

Person interacts object (P). Vehicle moves (V). Vehicle starts (V).

Vehicle stops (V). Vehicle turns left (V). Vehicle turns right (V).

Vehicle makes u turn (V). Person unloads vehicle (PV). Vehicle picks up person (PV).

Person opens facility or vehicle 

door (PV).

Person closes facility or vehicle door (PV). Person opens trunk (PV).

Person loads vehicle (PV). Person exits facility or vehicle (PV). Person enters facility or vehicle (PV).

Vehicle drops off person (PV). Person closes trunk (PV).

http://localhost/prevision_demo_4/prevision_demo/pages/activity.php






Actor identity 
resolution

oActor identity resolution demo

oTweets:

oExtract linguistic features using LiFE tool
o LiFE tool demo

o docker run -p 80:5000 life

"\"No there are no professional victims! It's a myth!\" GamerGate"

"Hey when a gamer gets killed because of stuff like this will you take responsibility? GamerGate"

"oy vey goyim! BUY BUY BUY! GamerGate"

"After a yr of Wu continuously labeling GamerGate as a hate mob it seems she's getting a taste of her own medicine htt"

"WATCH the WipEout story on our PlayStation documentary retrogaming gamedev GamersUnite"

"Reenactment of \"The Last Samurai\" Master Chief Edition GamersUnite gamerpositivity GameOn gamedev Halo s\/"

"stupid gaming moment in (my) history me trading in Castlevania IV back in the day prolly got a dollar GamersUnite re"

"She is right the \"level up\" panel is primarily made up of online harassers Credit where credits due GamerGate"

"Oh wow confidence has pretty much dried up Wonder why Get em Gamergate ht"

"Why am I not surprised? GamerGate"

"QUALITY JOURNALISM GamerGate"

http://localhost/prevision_demo_4/prevision_demo/sna/
http://localhost/


Thank you!
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